TWO ARTHURS, ONE BASKET: The #MARKETBASKET Saga of 2014
The Greek immigrant
couple founded a Lowell
market that eventually
became Market Basket.

TEAM
ARTHUR T.

Arthur T. is a shareholder
and the recently ousted
CEO of Market Basket,
founded by his
grandfather, and later run
by his own father, Mike.

Mike
Demoulas

* UPDATED *

Athanasios &
Efrosini
Demoulas

Mike and Geoge are
the two brothers
who bought the
family business and
whose sons are now
at war with each
other.

George
Demoulas

Arthur S. is a shareholder
and current member of
Market Basket's board of
directors. His father, George,
bought the company with his
brother, Mike, from their
parents.

TEAM
ARTHUR S.

The Two Arthurs:
The two Arthurs are first
cousins. Their fathers
were the sons of
company founder
Athanasios (Arthur)
Demoulas. They don't
like each other.

Arthur T. Demoulas
("Artie T")

Politicians
Customers

Dozens of state
representatives, along
with both gubernatorial
frontrunners, have
voiced support for the
workers.

1916: Greek immigrants

Arthur and Efrosini

Demoulas open a
market in Lowell selling
fresh lamb.

1954: Arthur and

Thousands of
customers have joined
worker rallies across
the state and spread
photos of empty store
shelves across social
media.

Efrosini's sons,
Mike and George,
buy the business
and soon expand.

1971: George

Demoulas dies.
Control of the
company begins to
shift to Mike's side of
the family.

Employees

Market Basket employs
25,000 people at its 71
New England stores. The
vast majority of the
company's employees
have sided with Arthur T.

1990s: In a wild run through

the legal system, the courts
decide Mike's side had
illegally taken control of the
company. George's side is
given a 51% share.

3
shareholders
aligned with
Arthur T.

2
Directors

2013: After swaying family

members to his side, Arthur S.
begins efforts to fire Arthur T.
as CEO. An employee rally of
about 2,000 in July helps to
stall that act.

Arthur S. Demoulas

Family Shareholders:
Nine (9) shareholders - all
members of the Demoulas family
- appoint members to the board.
Arthur S. currently has the
advantage, with 4 family
members backing him. Arthur T.
previously held the edge.

Board of Directors:
Of the 7 member board of
directors, 2 are aligned with
Arthur T, and 5 are aligned
with Arthur S.

June 23, 2014: Arthur T. is
fired and replaced by the
board with co-CEOs Felicia
Thornton and James Gooch.
Two other executives are
also fired.

June 24, 2014:
Seven long-time
executives resign as
hundreds of employees
rally in protest of the
board's actions.

Replacement
Drivers

4
shareholders
aligned with
Arthur S.

Market Basket has
brought in replacement
drivers in what has to this
point been a largely
unsuccessful attempt to
keep store shelves
stocked.

Felicia
Thornton
5
Directors

The board - led by Arthur
S. supporters - appointed
Thornton and Gooch as
co-CEOs after Arthur T.
was ousted in late June.

James
Gooch

July 2014: Employees
demand Arthur T.'s
immediate reinstatement.

July 18, 2014:
Thousands of
employees rally after
the board does not give
in to demands. A plan to
stall deliveries to stores
is put into action.

July 20, 2014:
Several managementlevel employees are fired
as stores' stocks begin to
dwindle.

July 21, 2014:
Thousands continue to
rally. Organizers
encourage customers to
boycott. Arthur T. speaks
out in favor of reinstating
fired workers.

July 24, 2014:
Arthur T. tells media
outlets that he has
made an offer to buy
out rival family
members for
company control.
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